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DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS FOR A LUNAR INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX

BY; William C. Athas, Lt Col USAF. Office of Aerospace Research (USAF)

"Many improvements have been made by the ingenuity of the views expressed are simply my own and
makers of the machines. ---- and some by those who are do not necessarily reflect any govern-
called philosophers. or men of speculations. ---- are often mental opinion. Those wishing to in-
capable of combining together the powers of the most distant dulge in the aide choosing aspects of
and dissimilar objects-. the moon's origin and surface cjmposi-

-Adam Smith, WEALTH OF NATIONS tion will find Salisbury's work' and aforthcoming detailed survey of the

INTRODUCTION literature and evaluation of the ma&e-
rials data and theories by Rostoker

0
,

I plead an excuse for returning in an excellent reference source.
great part to the theme of an earlier
paper

1 
for there is a growing reali- The successful exploitation of the

zation that the biggest problems of lunar complex will depend in a large
interplanetary exploitation are much measure on the ability of the entrepre-
likely to be in terms more familiar to neur to seek and develop the natural
the statesman rather than the engineer, resources with a minimum expenditure of
therefore I feel that reference to the energy. Therefore, it behooves us also
political senses should be construed to look oritically at the selection of
broadly to encompass all ethical, lunar sites which will satisfy most of
social and economic queries. It seems the requirements such as the design of
prudent at this time to state that the temporary structures which will enable

THE MOON, FIGURE 1



man to initially withstand the hostile LUNAR BASS PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS
lunar onvironment, yet be strategically
located to the natural resources with The notion of a bags on the moon,
safe spaceport access corridors, or operating quarter a of a more or less

permanent and finallZ self-sustaining
The theme of this paper therefore nature, has already received a certain

is orientated to investigating these aMount of sober cons ideration. This is
aspects and the probability of success such a fascinating smbJect in all of
in the economic and technical senses. its aspeots that one may suppose that

the number of speoul ators hea been kept
SELENOLOGY within reasonable bo-unds in times past

only by the apparent ispraoctibility of
A discussion of the planning of such a project. Reo eat events reveal

lunar bases is usually predicated on that the United Stats0 government is
tho nature of the moon, therefore it spcnsoring serious research and devel-
is desirable to give a brief descrip- opsent of a lunar-ba as colony in this
tion of the Selenology so that a common decade.
frame of reference may be established
for the ensuing material. (Figure I) It is desirable -then in discussing

lunar bases, that we establish par&-
The visible side of the moon has meters of oonstrainta on our thought

boon carefully studied by a great many and objectively deflame a program for
observers, and also by the USSR lunar establishing the lunar colony, e.g.:
probe which photographed the back side 1. Design equipments for opera-

of the moon in 1961. (Wilkins and tions on a lunar surface to meet
Moors hay1 prepared an elaborate 800- the indigenous seperations require-
inch map. ) Due to librations, about ments with minissm- weight consid-
four-sevenths of the lunar surface can erations in ordew to minimize earth-
be observed from earth. The lunar sur- moon transport ixm the initial
face is rough and mountainous. Surface stages.
features are classified as follows:
The large level surfaces, generally 2. Determine thi total mass trams-
dark and smooth in appearance, are port requiremento over specified
called maria (seas), paludes (marshes) time periods as A function of in-
and sinus (gulfs), in order of decreas- tegrated base and oomponent design.
ing size. There are bright plains,
mountain ranges, isolated hills, up- 3. Prepare a coat analysis of the
lands, peaks, valleys, gorges, clefts, entire project tad attempt to
and ray systems. There is also a great amortize the cos-ts in a feasible
variety of structures such as walled- scheme.
plains, mountain rings, ringed plains
and orator rings. On the surface there The focal plan of lunar-base plan-
are many craters varying in size from ning will concern ao-rtods of establish-
the resolution limits of terrestial ing small colonies b aultiple sequen-
instruments to fifty miles or more in tial landings of equ=dpaent and mon.
diameter. These are divided into Onee this is achievoa, there will be an
crater-plains, craters, craterltkee, assembly of sheltero and necessary
crater cones, crater pits and certain equipment on the sitoo, including the
faint rings and depressions. special earth-return Tehicles. Coloni-

zation of the moon V-fl commence with
The flat maria are many hundreds of the selection of a e-dt. on the moon for

miles in dimeter and appear uneven the soft landing of smen and material.
when viewed with a large instrument. The lunar landing velhiOles will be of
They seem to have a dun-like appearance a modular design so -that after they are
and some places show evidence of sub- collected together, -they can then be
sidence. assembled to form effioient and compact

housing *nat would isuclude living quar-
The most important mountain range ters, mess faoilitite, laboratories,

is the Lunar Apennines in the Northern shops, power etaticao, recreation or
hemisphere, bounding the Mare Imbrium, ward rooms and storsage. Eventually a
and rising to 18,000 feet with many translucent done cou3.d be built over
high peaks. In the Southern hemisphere, the permanent housing and additional
there are many lesser ranges, the most space acquired for h:droponic gardening
important being the Leibnitz Mountains or any other purpose-
with peaks as high as 30,000 feet.
There are about 2,000 .lefts, which are ENGINEERING AND ECON•MIC CONSIDERATIONS
chasms or cracks about a mile mide and
sometimes hundreds of miles long. Es- The establishmen-t of a lunar base
timates of depths vary from abgut 100 for refueling in flight vehicles has
yards to approximately a mile, been proven nocessar•t by many writers,



ColoS, Athos, etc. as a prerequisite ed his attention to hydrogen which now
for the sunccesful accompliahzent of offers him advantages as a propellant
the long-haul space missions to the fuel. The element hydrogen ranks ninth
remote planets in view of the fact that in order of plentifulness as compared
the characteristic velocities required with other elements on earth, however,
for these missions are much larger than the chemical abundance based on the
for the lunar flight. The two most number of atoms available for reaction
accessible planets, (Mare and Venus) places the element third in order of
have characteristic velocities of 50 plentifulness which makes it an attrac-
and 62 km/seo as compared with 82 km/soc tive candidate as a choice of rocket
for the moon. Since the characteristic fuel. Hydrogen does not exist abundant-
velocities are the suns of the earth's ly in the free state, but must be ex-
escape velocity, the transfer from this tracted in small amounts from volcanic
orbit to that of the mission planet and exhausts and in certain rook and salt
the planot'e escape velocity, these are, formations when not available in its
of course, doubled for the return trip moot frequent form as a combination
home. It turns out equally for each with the olements carbon and/or oxygen.
case that the najor item is the earth's
escape velocity 11.2km/seo, the moon The production of terrestrial hydro-
with its much lower velocity of 2.37 gen is essentially a high energy
km/sec offers the energy savings of consuming process and the lunar man-
8.8 km/sec for a single trip and about ufacturing techniques will be predica-
17.5 ka/sec for the return flight to ted on the sase principles.
another planet. This feature of moon
refueling makes the long range moon-
mars-moon flight possible with the same RAW MATERIAL SOURCES
energy requirement as earth-moon-earthmission.Terrestrially hydrogen i. found in
mission, the free state, in living matter, hy-

Space limitations in this paper drides and water. The lunar environ-
preclude a lengthy discussion of what ment, however, offers us only a faint

type of propellant is most efficient hope of finding hydrogen in a free
or what the alternate economic choices state unless it is trapped below the
may offer in terms of capital return surface; ruling out living matter, coal
for the moon entrepreneur. However, I and oil; it becomes clearer that water
submit that the Lunar Industrial Com- is the most attractive raw material
plex will be free of political con- source. The development of the argu-
straints and the ajsor problems are ment is postulated on the availability
similar to the terrestial location such of water in either free state or trapped

aS: in the igneous rocks. (Figure II)
(1) Product and Market Demand The water choice is selected be-

(2) Raw Material Source cause of the tremendous energy costs
anscoiated with extracting occluded

(8) Plant Size hydrogen from rocks such as may be
native on the moon's surface. (Figure

(4) Energ Reuirements and Potential III) These rocks are well known on
Tower Sources earth and it is evident That meteorites

may contain hydrogen and other gases.
(5) Labor Force Thompson7 has looked at this aspect and

concluded that such a scheme probably
(6) Amortization of the Lunar Autafky is impractical in view of the large

amounts of materials that have to be
PRODUCT AND MARKET DEMAND handled in order to produce a sizable

The most vital product that man will production lot. He showed that figures
need to sustain himself in the lunar given for the occluded hydrogen inenvironeent in water. This lie liquid meteors and terrestrial rocks range
and fundmental s--'outon for the lirq- from 0.2 - 1400 c.c. gaseous hydrogen

ous chemical processes is also required per 100 grams of rock, some nitrogen,carbon dioxide also being prirsent.
in the lunar manufacturing complex.
Water will also furnish two other major Assuming the range from 1-100 c.0.
products, oxygen and hydrogen, which hydrogen/g. rook as a figure, this
complete the life cycle and initiate turns out to be about 0.009-0% by
the economic cycle for the Lunar Autark7. weight so that in order to produce one

ton of hydrogen, one has to process on
Oxygen is essential and requires no the same scale from 110 - 11,000 tons

further substantiation, however, it is of rock. This in itself is a large
interesting to note for the second time measure of egfort on earth and it seems
in the history of flight, man has turn-
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impossible on the noon at this time in basis, that is, provide lunar refueling
history, facilities oommensurate with the pro-

gram requirements of the nation's space
Thu availability of water oa the fleet and in the meantime conoentrate

moon is ourrently &lmost as oontrover- on stockpiling the more critical items
sial a subject as the ES-70 aircraft, such as, water, oxygen, carbon, Litro-
A larg number gf relialie sources, gen, various metals and other chemicals.
Levitts, Zwickye KopaloU, (Watson,
Murray and Brownf 1, suggest that water ENERCY REqUIRESENTS AND POTENTIAL POWER
is available on the moon, although it SOUMCPS
nay appear as ice or in the rook. We
ar concerned here, however, with the The lunar manufacturing facilities
enrgy extraction costs and their will be somewhat unique among its ter-
effects on the lunar industrial oomples. restrial competitors in that every
I personally an of the opinion that we effort will be made to take advantage
will be able to extract water from sub- of the long periods of sustained sun-
surface rooks with a yield of 5-18%. light with its plus 200 degree (F)

temperature and a reciprooal minus 200
PLANT SIZE in the ice cold evening operations.

This type of operation encourages a
The design of a lunar manufacturing manufacturing design cycle which favors

facility, particularly, one that is a diversified or sequential product
orientated to the production of liquid line such as is suggested by Dr.
hydrogen will encounter many changed Zwicky in the solar furnace approach.
oondit•soa from normal earth operations (Figure IV)
due to the smaller gravitational force The theoretical production schedule
of the moon. Large operating gravity for the lunar site to amortize the
type devices such as drop hammers, economic coasts are established at one
presses etc., are not of much value to ton of liquid hydrogen per day. This
the lunar technician. The major prob- is no simple task inasmuch as a 1500
lIn Which is of great concern to the lb/day operation on earth was consider-
liquid hydrogen production man is still ed an adequate accomplishment. Air
the storage and safety problem. Products "Bear Series" have this pro-

grammed capability to support certain
The "utilization factory which de- Air Force requirements.

1

notes the overall efficiency factor of
any liquid hydrogen system involving The total energy requirements to
production, storage and handling is product a ton of liquid hydrogen on
noted as the ratio of the quantity of the moon is postulated.
liquid hydrogen available at the usage
point to the quantity produced in the 1. Processing net 9
hydrogen liquefier. The many factors tons of water at 10%
which enter into this point out the efficiency from moon
advantages for engineering design to ore. 2,700 kwh
enable the lunar operators to pump
their product directly in space ship 2. Process elec-
fuel cells or as soon as possible to trolytically one
preclude the loss due to vaporization. ton of hydrogen
However, utilizing unique frozen sub- gas and eight tons
terranean areas as suggested by J. of oxygen gas.
Harvel1

1 2 may alleviate this problem. (Assume 100% oeffi-
The space vehicles operating from each Aiency)3 50,000 kwh
lunar site should consume the same fuel
in order to eliminate purging of tanks 3. Process of
for a non-homogoneous fleet and reduce liquefying the
the handling factor, hydrogen gas using

a Joules Thomas
The typical terrestrial chemical cycle with liquid

plant is exposed to the elements, and nitrogen precooling
the lunar site will have the same lay- at 17% efficiency . 900 kwh
out except that it may be necessary to 82,100 kwh
shield the liquefication section from
the sun for more efficient operations The advantages of solkr energy
and conduct the liquefication cycle conversion schemes are many, but a
during the frigid evenings, quick look at the constraints may rule

out a wide spread permanent installa-
The size of the lunar plant will tion. E.g., A solar furnace with an

initially be small compared to the aperture of one square yard can collect
final design specifications in order and ooncentrate enough energy to gen-
to build for production on a concurrent erate 70 gallons of oxygen at atmos-



pheric pressure from the dissocation of AMORTIZATION OF THE LUNAR AUTARIKY
carbon or from water. This amount is
sufficient to provide the average soon The development and management of
dweller with 60 hoers of life. To the Lunar Autarky should be viewed in
supply water with the same scheme re- the same light as any other large-scale
quires a solar furnace on the order of operation. The major difference at
a 200-inch mIrror to produce a mere six this point is that the amount of fundsgallons of water from the lunar volcan- required for the initial operation are'ic rocks. not readily available to private indus-try. The theory of alternate costs can

The solar furnace certainly offers be applied when the merits of producing
many advantages, but in view of the lunar fuels against the total costs of
fact that the sun-Flux energy must be transporting earth stocks are examined.
normal to the surface of the aperture It is recognised that the tenets of
to receive an approximate 130 watts per monopoly will be exercised by the first
square foot, the weight considerations forces that establish a colony on the
necessary to orient the aperture normal lunar surface. (Figure V)
to the sun is painful, and of course,
there is a night penalty factor to be
considered.

The lunar power station requirements
could be achieved by the electric 10,000 ___

fie'.d suggested by Dr. Castruccio1 4

(1960) which consists of a thin plastic 5
material coated with a tri-alkalide
oxide sensitive to light, slightly 3--
separated and placed over a fine wire EARTH-MONALTERNATECOSTS
mesh. The sun heats the material which2- ---- ARH FOR LUNAR T 'COMPLT
emits the electrons nnd they are colleo-
ted by the wire mesh to yield about -- -"
1200 kilowatts per acre during the sun __
shining period. Stringing these around -

the noon suggest the beginning of "Mooa ...
Edison Electric" to provide service on
a continuous basis. 

0  
2 . _

The weight considerations necessary _______
for-the equipment to produce 100,000 - - ---- 0

kwh-for the Lunar Auta-rky eliminates 5 --- ___

the feasibility of using large-area
solar energy collectors. The engineer- 0
ing choice particularly above the 2-
25,000 kv level is to select a nuclear

power source for reliable, and consis- 0--
tent operations. 7 _ X

5. -'
LABOR FORCE

A tentative number of ten colonists
have been selected as the initial group
as this number will provide redundancy .
consistent with the minimum requirements 1965 1970 0975 190
of operational nature. TIME

The group will operate on a master-
plan basis such as; set up the officer's
club, mess hall, operation facilities,
MARS station, and in due course of time, FIGURE V
refine the initial plan and prepare for
the next group of arrivals.

It is envisioned that the first For example, assume that the addi-
group will be of a highly professional tional costs to transport the initial
nature in order to assess the environ- tion t to tansp the initial
ment as soon as possible and also to equipment and establish the initial
establish an emergency source of food lunar hydrogen processing plant is one
and essentials with the least possible billion dollars and the entrepreneur
delay. will able to secure raw material
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